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EDITORIAL 
5. THE RISK OF SUCCESS 
The present day acceleration of growth economic characterized in the Girona división, coincides with 
the creation of importanl infrastructure with a great territorial impact. The challenge brought about is to 
avoid that íhis same impact precipttates a larger unarragement and starts the planning of debate of 
society. 
EDITING 
12. 50 YEARS EXODUS OF THE FLEEING FROM FRANCOIST by J. Fabre. 
In february 1939, filty ago, Girona was occupied by the Francoist troups. The territory situated between 
Tordera and the Pyrenees was witness too of that firts week of that month of february, of that exodus 
unprecedented. Halí a million people crossed through to France with difficulty, beneath the frozen rain, 
looking for refuge which finally ended up being so different to what they had ever imagined. 
HISTORY 
24. GARLES I DARiUS RAHOLA, A SYMBOL OF REPRESSION, by J. Clara. 
The conectiva drama of the republican defeat, the taking over of Catalonia and the violent repression 
which the Francoist torces scattered in 1939, affected a great many families but Girona can be sadly 
exemplified by the Rahola, representan ves of the modérate republicanisme and Catalán autonomist of 
the left-wing republican. 
30. THE REPRESSION OF THE WAR AND POST-WARD IN GIRONA. by J.M. Solé i Sabaté. 
The concept of repression is very ambigous. Not only the difficulty of defining when it satartd ang 
finished. but also what each individual says, The author has dedicated 13 years investigating this 
catalán phenomenon from the year 1936 he relates the effects on the Girona región. 
DOSSIER 
34. MARINE LIFE AND ENVIRONMENT ON THE GIRONA COAST by O. Sunyer, M. Casadevall, U. Polo, 
C. Rodríguez, J. Madeo. D. Saavedra. Ft. Moreno. C. Pía, X. Riera. A. Domínguez, C. Alellá. F. Vaqué i 
D. Jofra. 
This dossier informs us about a very simplified structure of the community of organisms and of the 
relationship between them and the atmosphere where they Uve. Most of these organisms are 
consumed directly by man or they are food for commercial interest. For this reason not only do they 
talk those mostly related to man, such as the exploitation of the marine resoruces and the organic 
contamination. 
ECONOMY 
71. COMMENTS ABOUT THE POSSIBLE RESCUE OF THE MOTORWAY, by J.M. Gelada i M. Sena. 
After the publication of the Girona magazine, the estudy about the possible rescue of the motorway 
eiaborated by Josep Planas and Josep Vicens, the authors and councellors of the Girona council, 
comment and analyse this question, 
SOCIOLOGY 
75. THE SOCIAL PROBLEM IN OLOT THROUGH THE DEMAND, by J. Aiguabella. 
Everywhere signs of poorness and leaving out are seen, such is the case of Olot. Analysed through 
the social demands which arrived at the welfare office and the town council between 1981 and 1985. 
The analysis forms part and is derivad from a study «A Social Plan of the Garrotxa». 
LETTERS 
81. LIDIA NOGUER 1 SABA. WHICH WAS AND WASNT TERESA, THE GOOD-LOOKING, by E. Tuberl. 
Lidia Noguer, from Cadaqués had a great inteligence which made it possible for her to be very special 
friends with Salvador Dali and R Garda Lorca, she spent half of her life convinced to be the character 
of the good-looking of Xénius, when in reality he ignored her majestically. but seven years after she 
died desting whated her to be converted into Muse, inspirer of Eugeni d'Ors when he wrote -Les 
Oceanides», later publicated with the ütle, 'The true story of Lidia of Cadaqués». 
ARTS 
88. REMEDIOS VARO "THE RETUR OF THE UNKNOWN SUPERREALIST». by P Lariao. 
Even though Remedios Varo is one of the spanish artista with great talent and personality in favour of 
superrealismo as for Catalonia where she was born, as internationally apart from México, up till very 
soon she was completely unknown. This work becomes ab aproximation to the course of her careen 
TESTIMONI 
100. DALI, THE LAST «GENIE.. FROM MONTURIOL STREET, by M. Gil. 
Dalí has left us for ever. Memorias almost forgotten, a cali to mind of the visits is mades in which, 
apart from the motivation —the death of Fages de Climent— reveáis once more the influence which he 
gave to being born in Monluriol street. 
